
…….  PCOL MEDITATION 
Let us take 3 deep breathes and on each exhalation release any stress or tension in
the body.

Now visualise a golden white light coming down from the Central Sun, flowing down 
your spine through the soles of your feet into the centre of the earth. 

On your in breath sense the golden light from the Centre of the Earth flow up your 
spine out through your crown chakra to the Central Sun. 

On the next inhalation visualise the light from the Central Sun down through your 
crown chakra opening up all the chakras as it lights up each one and the golden 
energy continues down your legs out through the soles of your feet into the centre of
the earth. 

Continue visualising the inhalation and exhalation of this golden light from the 
Central Sun to the Centre of the Earth for a few minutes ......you are now a conduit 
between the Central Sun and Shambala the Centre of the Earth.

OOOOOOHHHHHHH   OOOOOOHHHHHHH   OOOOOOHHHHHHH

Your egg shaped aura is glowing with all the colours of the rainbow. 
Check to see if there are any kinks and smooth out if so.

We call on the ascended masters to work with us now.... Sanada, Archangel 
Michael, Chief White Eagle, Buffalo Calf Woman, Mother Mary, Quan Yin and 
Kuthumi - one of the Ascended Masters who serves Sananda. In a previous life, 
Kuthumi incarnated as St. Francis of Assisi. He is generally recognized as holding 
the position of World Teacher in the planetary White Brotherhood/Sisterhood. 

We also ask all the native indigenous masters of the sacred triangle to work with us 
now.

By chanting Shalom 3 times we transport ourselves into a higher consciousness. 
Sha and Om are sacred sounds ...Shalom meaning peace and Om is the essence of
the entire universe. We extend the Shaaa and the Oooo and the M is short.

Shaaaloooom   Shaaaloooom    Shaaaloooom

Let us visualise a blue tunnel of light which we step into and shimmer ourselves up 
to the planet of Arcturus.

The five crystals planted around the …….

are activated......see all these crystals lighting up like stars.

We visualise the crystal medicine wheel in the room rise up to surround the…... See 
it hovering above the city.



Visualize a golden white light surrounding ……. pulsing brighter and brighter, and
then  begin  to  shimmer  the  energy.  Command  the  energy  around  the  city  to
shimmer.

Visualize …… wrapped in a shimmering, pulsing golden white cocoon of energy and
the whole city will momentarily appear in the fifth dimension. We now Project the 
Planetary City of Light of …. (its unified energy  field) wrapped in a shimmering ball 
of golden white energy with the ….(number)…. crystals and the medicine wheel 
above it.... rise up and rest above the crystal lake on Arcturus.

We are now in our 5th dimensional bodies of light, sitting around the crystal lake on 
Arcturus with other ascended masters and higher beings of light. We now call on 
Tomar and other teachers of the Arcturian crystal temple to work with us.

We ask for release of the lower vibrational imprints brought with the city from the
third dimension. Say three times: “Release, release, release.”

See the great crystal rise from the lake shimmering with its powerful energy. The …
Planetary City of Light will now receive the shimmering energy from the great crystal
in  the  lake.  We  see  that  the  entire  infrastructure  of  …  being  charged  by  fifth
dimensional  energy  and  light.  See  the  city  as  pure  crystalline….  all  lower
dimensional energies have been transformed into divine energy.

We create an interactive field between all the Star Cities of Light throughout the
galaxy; create new meridians connecting to all of them.

Let’s meditate on this for a few moments.

Kadosh, Kadosh, Kadosh, Adnonai Tzeva’oth 
Kadosh, Kadosh, Kadosh, Adnonai Tzeva’oth
Kadosh, Kadosh, Kadosh, Adnonai Tzeva’oth
Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of Hosts
 
Now bring your focus back to the lake and see the great crystal slowly descend into
the lake. 
 
Visualize the Planetary city of light of …. with its (number) crystals and the medicine
wheel slowly descend back to their resting place on the 3rd dimension.

We bring the Unified Field of …. back to the Earth. We Intend perfect realignment. It
is vibrating on much higher frequency than before. Some of the people living here
are able to receive this energy; some will reject it. We pray that the entire population
of our city of light now opens to receiving this fifth dimensional frequency.

Visualize the interactive field between all the Planetary Cities of Light and the higher
frequency traveling around the planet from city to city unblocking the new meridians
and raising the Spiritual Light Quotient of the planet.   



The Planetary city of light of … is now realigned in perfect harmony into its resting
place on the 3rd dimension.  The  four  crystals  which have been reactivated and
charged with 5th dimensional light are also realigned into their 3rd dimensional resting
places. We see the medicine wheel slowly descend back to its place into the centre
of this room bringing with it the divine 5th dimensional energy.

We also find our blue tunnel of light which we step into and gently descend to rest
above our 3rd dimensional bodies.

On the count of 3 we will align ourselves perfectly into our bodies….1….2….3.
We are now perfectly aligned into our 3rd dimensional bodies.

Become aware of your surroundings and in your own time gently open your eyes.


